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Motorstick 

Stick   0.090g   .010 ~5lb # C 
No boron, .25” inner diameter 

Bracing wire   Dacron unwoven from 8 lb Spiderwire 
Bearing     .011 music wire 
Rear hook     .011 music wire 
Webs     .015 ~4 lb C grain (doubled around hook and bearing) 
Wing posts    .040 x .050 + 2 .003 Boron 
Mast     .060 sq -> .040 sq x 4” 8 # 

Offset tissue tube joiner 
.010 wire axle 

Rotor 
Cross Bars    .062 5 # A 
Frame/outline   .062 x .030 5# A 
Bearing    .028 DPP CF tube (.011 ID), .25” long 
     OS covering  

 
Boom 

Boom     .010 5 # C 
     Taper from .22” ID to .125” ID 
Rudder    .025 5 # A, OS covering 
Posts     .050 sq 5# A 

Wing 
Spars (2)    .065 x .030 4 # B 
Tips (4)    .035 x .030 4 # A 
Ribs (7)     .045 x .025 4 # A 
     4% Simplex 
     OS covering 

Stab 
Spars     .045 x .025 4# A 
Ribs (7)     .045 x .025 4 # A 
     4% Simplex 
     OS covering 

Prop 
Outline     .020sq 5 # A 
Ribs     .020x.018 sq 4 # A 
     4% Simplex 
Spars (2)     .050 sq -> .030 sq 5# B 
VP hub     Hunt modified with .010 torsion shaft; carbon limiters 
Diameter     11.125” 

Formed at 16” pitch 
OS covering 

Motor 
Batch    02/13 
Length    12” 
Weight   0.600 g w/o O-rings  
Turns    1980 @ .22 in-oz 
Backoff   50 to achieve .18 in-oz 
Remaining turns   600 

Weights 
Fuselage   0.343 g 
Wing   0.154 g 
Stab   0.133 g 
Rotor+Mast Top 0.190 g 
Prop   0.114 g 
Total   0.934 g 
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Breaking a 20 Year Old Record 

Joshua Finn 

 

It’s a strange feeling cracking a record that has stood that long. Autogyro has received little attention in recent years, at 

least in part due to the perception that it’s something of a fake event—does the rotor actually contribute? Well, yes it 

does, and yes you should build one. Indoor Autogyro has a long and rich history, dating at least since the mid 1930’s 

when microfilm versions were popular. I feel honored for the opportunity to lay my name on an event that old. Flying a 

lightly modified design that’s 20 years old, well that just serves to make it even more surreal. More importantly, the 

sight of a model like this in flight absolutely defies description. There is simply no parallel to it. And that, perhaps, is why 

so many have been built in the past. Contrary to popular belief, they are also very simple to build and fly. 

 

Rotare II is a lightened version of Don’s definitive design from the mid 90’s. The fuselage is made from spare parts—an 

old intermediate stick’s motorstick was cut down to size and mated with a super short F1D boom from experiments in 

the 2011-2012 time frame. The prop was stolen from my Girder Grabber I which set an F1R record some time back. The 

rest was built quickly from random wood I had laying around. I think it took two evenings to get it finished out. Tests 

were completed in the living room with old rules F1D quarter motors, but the model kept dead sticking at the ceiling, so 

I went to something thinner but of the same weight and started getting 3:30 quarter motors in the living room. At the 

June TTOMA meet, the model was reassembled and the rotor angle tweaked for the minimum angle require to ensure 

that the rotor turned smoothly and the blades remained inflated throughout their rotation. This condition indicates that 



the rotor in operating at its minimum angle of attack at which retreating blade stall is eliminated. At launch on the 

Category I record flight, the retreating blades went slack, but as the prop pitch backed down, the model assumed a more 

nose high attitude and sped the rotor to its efficient operating range. The motor used for the record flight was thinner 

than the quarter motors I was using for testing and left me concerned as to whether the model would climb and cruise 

for the correct lengths of time. I launched anyway and was rewarded with a no-touch flight that climbed 25’, just into 

the slot at St. Luke’s. One tailboom steer was required as the model descended, requiring careful effort to avoid the 

rotor. Enough turns were left over to indicate that much longer flights are possible with a slightly thicker motor. 

 

This model is reasonably robust and definitely not in need of any bracing at this weight other than on the motorstick. 

The boron reinforced wing posts are overkill, and a braced rotor mast would allow lighter wood in that component, 

saving a good 30 mg there. The flying surfaces are highly simplified, and elliptical ones would allow much smaller wood 

sizes to achieve the same level of rigidity. Given this model’s propensity to dead stick on quarter motor tests, I think that 

a larger prop, say 13”, would be a better match. Rotare II flies very easily and needs only minimal trimming effort. The 

maiden flight in my living room was pretty much perfect-no hiccups, just a smooth cruise with the rotor turning 

perfectly. Adding power just made it climb steadily away. In general, it flies like an overgrown F1R, and is probably 

capable of much longer flights with more effort. A lightened version with elliptical flying surfaces and a more efficient 

rotor could probably nudge the 20 minute mark in Cat I. One word about the design—the 4” rotor mast allows non-

reinforced balsa to be used without excessive flexure, but a braced mast would be a better configuration, and it should 

be longer, say 6”, so as to increase the gap between rotor and wing. This setup would, however, require caution to avoid 

excess contact with the ceiling since it would place the rotor above the prop arc. The rotor is somewhat vulnerable in 

ceiling impacts. 

If you haven’t seen one of these models flying before, you owe it to yourself to try one out. They are absolutely 

mesmerizing in flight. The sight of that rotor slowly turning around is so graceful as to be other worldly. Other than 

ornithopters, I cannot think of another model type which is this attention-getting in flight. Everyone else just stops and 

stares at it. Our minds just seem unable to process something so unusual and so beautiful. Given the return on a 

relatively minimal investment, I would highly recommend autogyro to anyone who has built a few basic indoor models. 

My only regret is that I waited so long to build one! 


